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CC: District Attorney
I withdraw all pleas, requests for jury trial because they were entered under coercion and
duress.
The Declaration of independence of the United States of America July 4th 1976 tells us
that "just governments derive their authority by the consent of the governed." Military
force is by defacto power.
Consent therefore is not the expression of a valid government if such an action of force
is not necessary under the inherent right of self preservation which is a right of
governments under the law of nations.
This right of just governments parallels the right of the living breathing man or woman
to self defense against any unlawful threat to their peace, safety, health or well being
including liberty or self preservation. Challenging the political jurisdiction of the court
is not any threat to the inherent right of the court or government to exist, outside the
unalienable right of man and woman to exist which renders any such use or application
of force unlawful, unconstitutional and invalid under any alleged laws under the Federal
Constitution and Bill of Rights, a state rule of court, statute or code does not override,
supersede, repeal, modify or alter in any way the de jure right to demand proof of
political jurisdiction by consent of the governed; without which the court has no power
or authority under valid law to proceed in any manner, way, form, or regard against the
alleged accused; there is no consent by coercion, by deception, ignorance or
presumption.
Matters of Contract Law
All law is “contract law”. If there is a contract between myself and the State of
Wisconsin I am unaware of ever being fully apprised of the terms and implications. It is
required that there be full knowledge and a meeting of the minds when coming to an
agreement in contract law. Also there must be lawful consideration. Please notice on
the bail bond paperworks that I affixed the terms “without prejudice and reserving my
rights”. I object to the court's coercion to force bail bond signatures under military
force. Thus the charge for “bail jumping” is null and void.

Again in order to proceed any further the court must prove that I have volunteered
political jurisdiction. I am a sovereign living breathing man. I am not a corporation. I
am not the accused. As such I do not have an “address” per se. I wave all benefits to
any such contract.
Objection to competency hearing. When the court's jurisdiction is challenged political
tactics of questioning the sanity, mental faculty or ability to defend one's self, arresting –
these are the signs of tyranny approaching.
Objection to bail bond document implying subjection to a “Federal Law” - a sovereign
man is subject to his own law and no other's
you were coerced into the bail bond and any alleged agreement threat coercion and
duress null and void because of coercion and false imprisonment - it was not a
voluntary contract.
Objection to a hostile court. The arresting officer was told he did not have permission to
touch thee sovereign living breathing man known by Joe Baker. Yet the officer
continued to attempt to pry hands which were pressed tightly to the body of thee
sovereign living man.
I object to the bail bond's stipulation “shall appear on all court dates”. This document
was signed under the duress of military force and incarceration. A sovereign is not
required to appear in court.
I object to the question “What is your address?” - I am not a corporation.
I object to the question “Where do you live?” One lives where one breathes. It
appears that the court is trying to reference a legal fiction by asking such veiled
questions.
No jury will be necessary. A jury would be involved in involuntary servitude. That
would not be proper.
I object to Judge Torhurst's not honoring my “by special appearance” statement.
I object to the constant badgering to obtain legal counsel.
Conclusion - Until this court provides me with any evidence on the record that I
willingly, knowingly, and voluntarily joined the body politic there is no jurisdiction in
this court this court can not move forward,
and I rest on my objections for the record.

